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On the other hand, during a verification problem training samples are divided in classes "A" (called positive) and "others" (called negative). Then, a testing sample claiming to be of class "A" is presented to the system and the system must verify that this sample corresponds to the claimed class. Obviously, a classification system can be built upon a combination of verification systems. Tools show different behaviors in different situations. Some perform better in classification problems while others perform better during verification. This is because differences between classification and verification are not just a matter of the number of classes, but of how classes are built. In a classification problem, classes are well defined patterns coming from a common thing. However, this cannot be expected for the negative class of a verification problem. Usually this class is too wide in the sample space to be represented with a reasonable amount of samples, and other representation techniques must be used. This does not mean that representation techniques that work on classification problems cannot perform on a verification scenario or vice versa. But usually you cannot expect them to work as well. Therefore it is important to define the problem before decide the approaching technique and the tools to be used. Gender classification systems find themselves in a rather special situation, as they only define two classes (male and female). Therefore classification and verification techniques can be used without penalties in this case.
Facial image databases
Due to the gaining importance of face identification systems on the security field, a great deal of facial databases has appeared in the last years. As any other component of a biometric system, databases' technology has experienced an important step forward too. Some of the first widely used databases were the Olivetti Research Laboratory database (Samaria & Harter 1994) , also known as AT&T, and the YALE database. These databases consist of images taken from a frontal or almost frontal facial poses. As it can be seen in figure 1, subjects on the ORL database, presents only smiling / not smiling facial expressions and images with smooth lighting variations. On the other hand, the YALE database presents subjects with a number of different configurations such as center / left / right lighting, with / without glasses, and happy / normal / sleepy / surprised / wink expressions. Some examples are given in figure 2. In both cases, few subjects and few images per subject are provided. Thus, they represent a problem which can fit some practical situations such as access control systems with few authorized persons, as for these systems it may be easier to control lightning and to obtain good images in terms of pose and expression, as subjects are willing to get recognized. However, they are impossible to use in problems such as gender or ethnicity classification, where big pools of samples are necessary in order to obtain reliable results. However, more powerful and complex situations involve huge security systems installed in airports or public buildings. These systems face uncontrolled lightning conditions, non collaborative subjects, and vast pools of identities. New databases incorporate some or all of these characteristics in order to test system against such situations. For example, the YALEb database (Georghiades et al. 2001 ) (Lee et al. 2005 ; examples in figure 3, contains images coming only from 10 persons, but each seen under 576 viewing conditions coming from combinations of 9 poses and 64 illumination conditions. 
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The FERET database (Phillips et al. 2000) consist of images collected in a semi-controlled environment, from 1199 subjects, and for different facial poses. Some examples can be seen in figure 4. An interesting property of this database is that it provides an extensive ground truth data specifying coordinates of facial organs, ethnicity, gender, and facial characteristics such as moustache, beard, and glasses information. Therefore, the FERET database may be easily used in almost any experimental situation. In fact, we will be using it for further experiments in this chapter. The Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) database (Phillips et al. 2005 ) is another complete database. As FERET, the FRGC database consist of high resolution images from a pool of more than 1000 subjects and complete ground truth information files. However, this database provides images of full body, taken in different scenarios, which implies important changes in background and lightning conditions. Some examples can be seen in figure 5. In short, when testing a system it is important to keep in mind what type of database is been used. Using different databases provides different conditions, which allows us to test the system against different problems.
State of the art
A priori, techniques used for face identification or verification can also be used for gender identification. Finding inspiration in the biological system, S.L. Phung and A. Bouzerdoum proposed a system implementing a pyramidal neural network (Phung & Bouzerdoum 2007) . This structure combines 1D and 2D neural network architectures with a resilient backpropagation learning algorithm, in such a way that some interesting properties arise. For example, neurons from the first layer are directly connected to image pixels, and the net's structure implements local receptive fields that are slightly overlapped. These two properties are somehow similar to the human eye. Using a set of 1152 male and 610 female images from the FERET database was used to test the system, with which a best classification rate of 89.8% was obtained. On the other hand, B. Moghaddam and Ming-Hsuan Yang asserted that the Support Vector Machine (SVM) pattern classification outperforms traditional classifiers such as linear, quadratic, nearest neighbor, and Fisher linear discriminant, as well as more modern techniques such as Radial Basis Function (RBF) and large ensemble-RBF neural networks (Moghaddam & Ming-Hsuan 2002) . The authors used a set of 1044 male and 711 female images from the FERET database for the experiments, and obtained a lowest error rate of 3.38% using a Gaussian RBF kernel on their SVM. For the characterization of images, A. Jain et al. combined the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) feature extract technique with the SVM classifier (Jain & Huang 2004) . They tested the system using a set of 250 male and 250 female images from the FERET database, obtaining a classification rate of 95.67%. Then, Zhen-Hua Wang et al. applied a Genetic Algorithm (GA) search over the feature found by ICA, improving the system performance on a 7.5% (Zhen-Hua & Zhin-Chun 2009). Moreover, we have shown in (del Pozo Baños et al. 2011 ) that the ICA approach named Join Approximate Diagonalization of Eigenmatrices (JADE-ICA) outperforms the fast-ICA method in both error rate and stability on the gender classification problem. Another interesting point is which face area provides the best information for gender classification. M. Castrillón Santana and Q.C. Vuong presented a psychological study on this aspect (Castrillon-Santana & Vuong 2007) . They showed that when humans have no face information, the neck of males and the long hair of females provide the most diagnostic information. Moreover, in order to compare human and artificial systems they performed a series of experiments using different face masks. The system based on Incremental Principal Component Analysis (IPCA) and support vector machine (SVM) performed surprisingly similar using only face information (no neck and no hair) and face with hair line information. In a similar approach, Jing-Ming Guo et al. proposed the use of a mask to remove those pixels that are not discriminative as they are common for both classes or come from the background noise (Jing-Ming et al. 2010 ). This mask was based on the difference between the mean male image and the mean female image. Pixels selected by the mask were then used as inputs to a SVM classifier. Experiments were performed using a set of 1713 male and 1009 female images from the FERET database, and an accuracy of 88.89% was reported. J.R. Lyle et al. studied the validity of periocular images (area around eyes) for gender and ethnicity classification (Lyle et al. 2010) . Images were rescaled to 251x251 pixels, converted to gray scale and their histograms equalized. The parameterization relied on the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) (Topi 2003 ) tool, and a SVM was applied for classification. Testing the system on the FERET database, the authors obtained a best accuracy of around 94%. A more sophisticated system which performs score fusion of experts on different face areas is presented by F. Manesh et al. (Manesh et al. 2010) . First, eyes and mouth coordinates are automatically extracted with the extended Active Shape Model (Milborrow & Nicolls 2008) . The system aligns, crops, and rescaled face images to 80x85 pixels as a preprocessing stage. Faces are then divided in 16 regions based on a modification of the Golden ratio template proposed by K. Anderson et al. (Anderson & McOwan 2004) . Each region has its own expert system. These experts use a family of Gabor filters (Gabor 1946) (Daugman 1980) with 5 scales and 8 orientations as a feature extractor method, and a SVM with a RBF kernel for classification. Score fusion is finally performed using the optimum data fusion rule, which weights the experts accordingly to their accuracy. For the experiments, a combination of 891 frontal images from the FERET database and 800 frontal images from the CAS-PEAL data base was used. This set was divided in 3 sub-sets labeled "training", "validation", and "test". Finally, the researchers reported an accuracy of 96% for the ethnicity problem (Asian vs. Non-Asian), and 94% for gender classification fusing the scores of eyes, nose, and mouth. S. Gutta et al. also highlighted how information such as gender, ethnicity or face pose can increase the performance of face identification systems (Butta et al. 2000) . To automatically obtain this information from facial images, they proposed a mixture of experts' system, which uses the "divide-and-conquer" modularity principle. Therefore, the system is composed of several sub-systems or modules and it elaborates the final result based on the individual results. In particular, an architecture combining ensemble-RBF networks and decision trees techniques was used for gender classification. Using a set of 1906 male and 1100 female images from the FERET database the authors obtained a gender recognition rate of 96%. As in any other face identification system, the preprocessing step is crucial. E. Makinen and R. Raisamo performed a set of experiments to evaluate the effect of face alignment (Makinen & Raisamo 2008) . They reported no improvement when automatic face alignment techniques were used. However, manual alignment did increase the systems performance by a small factor. Giving these results, authors concluded that alignment methods must be improved in order to be of some use in the gender recognition problem. As they tested different classification techniques, they obtained the best performance with the SVM classifier, a classification rate of 84.39% using a set of 411 images from the FERET database. However, Adaboost with haar-like features offered very close results, while it was faster and more resistant to the in-plane rotation variations. Moreover, Jian-Gand Wang et al. also reported no significant improvement in terms of performance between manual, automatic, and none face alignment (Jian-Gan et al. 2010) . Surprisingly, not only face alignment have none or little effect on gender classification, but many works has reported the same affect between low and high resolution images (Moghaddam & Ming-Hsuan 2002) (Lyle et al. 2010 ). In addition, many authors have reported no significant changes in performance when different image qualities were used (Moghaddam & Ming-Hsuan 2002) (Makinen & Raisamo 2008 ). As we have experienced the same effect when quite different preprocessing methods were used (del Pozo-Baños et al. 2010), we decided to run here a further experiment using a common database to reinforce these results.
The proposed system model
The system used in this study has a block diagram composed of three main blocks: preprocessing, parameterization, and classification. Four quite different components were implemented for the preprocessing block, while two tools were used on the parameterization block. Figure 6 shows the aspect of this architecture, where only one preprocessing and one parameterization can be active at the same time. 
Preprocessing methods
The first block at the system's entrance is the preprocessing block. This gets samples ready for the forthcoming blocks, reducing the noise and even transforming the original signal in a more readable one. Four different preprocessing components has been implemented.  PP-1. This block normalizes the image histogram to a linear distribution before reducing its dimension to 15x20 pixels. Finally, an unsharpened filter is used to reduce the noise produced by the extreme reduction.  PP-2. In this case, after histogram normalization a further local normalization (Xiong 2005) is performed. This normalization aims to reduce lighting effect through a double Gaussian filtering. Then, images are reduced to 15x20 pixels, and the unsharpened filter is applied.  PP-3. The LBP (Topi 2003 ) is an invariant texture measure tool for gray scale images.
When applied, it produces a matrix LBP were each point   
Here, the factor power of two makes the result of every possible combination unique, so that the LBP transformation is reversible. After applying the LBP, the PP-2 component reduces the resulting matrix dimension to 15x20, and applies the unsharpened filter.  PP-4. This component is similar to the previous one, although in this case the image is first reduced to 15x20 and the filtered before apply the LBP transformation. At the end of every preprocessing component, an elliptical mask is applied to remove peripheral noise located on corners. Images are then vectorized considering only pixels falling within the elliptical mask, which provides further reduction of samples dimensions. The effects of applying each preprocessing component can be seen in figure 7 . 
Parameterization techniques
The parameterization step analyzes samples and extracts relevant information. The proposed system uses both PCA and ICA appearance based methods.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The PCA was introduced by Karl Pearson in 1901 (Jolliffe 2002) , and then applied to face images by Kohonen (Kohonen 1989 ), Kirby y Sirovich (Kirby & Sirovich 1990 
Joint Approximate Diagonalization of Eigen-matrices Independent Component Analysis (JADE-ICA)
ICA is a particularization of PCA to extract components that are, at the same time, nongaussian and statistically independent (Hyvärinen 2000) . When used on images, ICA obtains independent base images which are not necessarily orthogonal. Application of these base images extracts between pixels information related to high order statistics. In this study, an approach named JADE-ICA has been used to implement this tool. JADE-ICA is based on joint diagonalization of cumulant matrices. For simplicity, the case of symmetric distributions is considered, where the odd-order cumulants vanish. 
and S has independent entries:
, the cumulants of the ICA model are obtained. Given any n x n matrix M and a random n x 1 vector X, we consider a cumulant matrix ()
If X is centered, the definition of (4) shows that: 
, where i a is the i-th column of A. Now, let W be a whitening matrix and ZW X  . Let us assume that the independent sources matrix S has unit variance, so that S is white. Thus ZW XW A S   is also white, and the matrix UW A  is orthonormal. Similarly, the previous techniques can be applied into (13) for any n x n matrix M. First, the whitening matrix W and the cumulant matrix Z are estimated. Then, the estimation of an orthonormal matrix U, denoted by U, is calculated. Therefore, an estimated matrix A denoted by A is obtained from 
0
and U is orthonorgal. For any matrix set M and orthonormal matrix V, the joint diagonality criterion is defined as:
, which measures diagonality far from the matrix V and bring the cumulants matrices from the set M.
Pattern classification
At this point, the system has retrieved and processed as much useful information from the input images as PCA or JADE-ICA can. Now, the classification component uses this information to take a decision on behalf the gender of the input face. To do so, this work uses the well known SVM (Schölkopf & Smola 2002) . The SVM is a structural risk minimization learning method of separating functions for patter classification, that was derived from the statistical learning theory elaborated by Vapnik and Chervonenkis (Vapnik 1995) . In other words, SVM is a tool able to differ between classes characterized by parameters, after a training process. What makes this tool powerful is the way it handles non-linearly separable problems. In these cases, the SVM transforms the problem into a linearly separable one by projecting samples into a higher dimensional space. This is done using an operator called kernel, which in this study is set to be a Radial Basis Function (RBF). Then, efficient and fast linear techniques can be applied in the transformed space. This technique is usually known as the kernel trick, and was first introduced by Boser, Guyon y Vapnik in 1992 (Yan et al. 2004 ). For simplicity, we configure the SVM to work as a verification system. In this particular case, the negative class (-1) corresponds to males and the positive class (1) to females. As a result, the classifier answers the "is this female?" question. The output of the SVM is a numeric value between -1 and 1 named score. A threshold has to be set to define a border between male (-1) and female (1) responses. However, if all samples are used for training, there are no new samples for setting the threshold, and using the training samples for this purpose will lead to bad adjustments. Therefore, a 20 iterations hold-4-out (2 from each class) cross-validation procedure is used over the training samples to obtain 80 scores. These scores are then used to set the system's threshold to the equal error rate (EER) point, which is the point where False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR) coincide. The system's margin, defined as the distance of the closest point to the threshold line, is also measured. All these measures are referred to as validation measures. When the threshold is finally set, the SVM is trained using all available samples. Because no big differences exist in the number of training samples used for this final training and the validation, we can expect the system to have a very similar threshold than that computed before.
In particular, the Least Squares Support Vector Machines (LS-SVM) implementation is used (Suykens 2002) . Given a training set of N data points   1 , N ii k yx  , where i x is the k-th input sample and i y its corresponding produced output, we can assume that:
where  is the kernel function that maps samples into the higher dimensional space. The LS-SVM solves the classification problem: 
where  and  are hyper-parameters related to the amount of regularization versus the sum square error. Moreover, the solution of this problem is subject to the constraints:
3.4 System optimization Because every preprocessing, parameterization, and classification technique may have its own optimal point in terms of configurable parameters, the system optimizes itself automatically using the validation results. Three parameters need to be optimized every time the system is trained: the number of kept principal/independent components for the parameterization component, and the regularization and kernel parameter for the LS-SVM. An exhaustive search is done along a configuration volume looking for the optimal point, defined as the point which provided a lower validation error rate and a larger validation system's margin.
Experiments and results
In order to obtain more reliable results, a 10-Folds cross-validation procedure was run on the experiments. Frontal facial images were taken from the FERET database, and cropped manually using ground information provided by the database. An example of this crop can be seen in figure 7. For each iteration the system was optimized and trained as it was explained in the previous section. Moreover, eight different systems, made out of every possible configuration between the four preprocessing components and the two parameterization tools were tested. All these facts made the experimental time impractical when the whole FERET database was used. To reduce this time a set of 1600 images (800 males and 800 females) were randomly selected. Figures 8 and 9 show the results obtained when PCA and JADE-ICA were applied using all different preprocessing components. Numbers specified on the legend represent the areas under the curves. The EER points are given in table 1. In general terms, all preprocessing techniques provide similar vehabiors, although differences were magnified when JADE-ICA was used. In particular, PP-1 and PP-2 performed almost identical. A second experiment was run combining the scores obtained with each preprocessing technique. In particular, the sum and the product score fusion techniques were applied. The former combines the scores by a sum before apply the decision threshold. The later performs a product after sifting the scores to range [1 3] instead of [-1 1] , and then apply the threshold. The obtained results can be seen in table 1, and in figures 10 and 11. Table 1 . EER points for every combination of preprocessing and parameterization methods.
Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced the gender classification problem, from which a system automatically determines whether an input face corresponds to a female or a male. We have overview its characteristics as a bi-class problem and its relevance within the biometrics field. We have also introduced a biometric system with a simple architecture based on four preprocessing blocks, PCA and JADE-ICA parameterization, and an LS-SVM classifier. This system was used to test the variations of system's performance produced by wide changes on the preprocessing stage. The obtained results were consistent with other works, showing that in general there is little or no effect on the system's performance when these changes are applied. Why do these big changes on the preprocessing stage provide similar results? Do they enhance different qualities of the facial images with similar level of discrimination? In a willing to through clarity on this intriguing characteristic of the gender recognition problem, we performed another experiment fusing scores obtained for each preprocessing technique. Both add-and product-fusion methods produced a small improvement in the system's behavior, of around 2% of reduction of EER comparing to the best preprocessing block. This may suggests that all configurations are performing basing on the same or very alike information. Considering the massive differences between images resulting from each preprocessing block (figure 7), it is possible that this discriminant information is mostly related to very global and salient facial features, such as facial shape. This possibility is also consistent with the fact that image size does not affect gender classification performance. In fact, if facial shape is to be used, it does not matter whether the system has information coming from the inside of the face, or not.
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